IPA NEWS

IPA LIFE MEMBERSHIP

The International Phonetic Association’s by-laws recognize as Life Members those members who have paid membership dues for over 30 years. The awarding of Life Membership is intended to honour the impressive records of service of long-time IPA members, and to acknowledge their contribution in a symbolic and in a practical way.

Life Membership was conferred on the following IPA member in 2015:

Ms Jill House, University College London, UK

Congratulations are extended to the new Life Member on behalf of the Association.

Patricia A. Keating
Secretary

IPA STUDENT AWARDS GRANTED IN 2014

During 2014, the Association granted three IPA Student Awards to student members participating in phonetics conferences. The recipients of the Awards were Martin Kohlberger of Leiden University for participation in Sound Change in Interacting Human Systems (University of California, Berkeley, USA), Caroline Sigouin of Université Laval (Québec, Canada) for participation in 30es Journées d’études sur la parole (Le Mans, France), and Valerie Freeman of the University of Washington for participation in NWA V 43 (New Ways of Analyzing Variation) in Chicago. Congratulations to these student members.

Patricia A. Keating
Secretary